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Book Reviews
Ecologies of Faith in a Digital Age: Spiritual Growth Through Online 
Education
Stephen D. Lowe and Mary E. Lowe
Downer’s Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press
2018, 250 pp., paper, $25.00
ISBN: 978-0-8308-5205-5
Reviewed by Matthew Haugen
With the increased prevalence of online education, Stephen and 
Mary Lowe beg the question as to its viability in Christian higher education. 
Although seminaries are increasingly capable of facilitating online mediums 
of education, should they offer education in this medium? Lowe and Lowe 
utilize sociology, biblical, theological, and educational studies to explore 
spiritual growth through online education.
Ecologies of Faith in a Digital Age is organized into three sections 
and thirteen chapters. Lowe and Lowe argue that 1) there are overlapping 
and interacting ecologies, 2) online education is one among many other 
ecologies, and 3) the online medium facilitates a space for seminarians to 
grow spiritually with one another through the power and presence of the 
Holy Spirit. Section one shows the ecological dimensions found in scripture. 
In these varying ecosystems are interconnected and interactive ecologies. 
Lowe and Lowe see these ecologies through the entirety of scripture, but 
TVYL ZWLJPÄJHSS` PU.LULZPZ 1LZ\Z» WHYHISLZ HUK 7H\S»Z [OLVSVN` VM [OL
Body of Christ.
Section two extends the conversation of ecologies to online 
education. Online platforms of all varieties allow for social networks. Social 
networks entail individuals and groups of people participating in reciprocal 
interactions. Although education does not necessitate disembodied 
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learning, I am suspicious of their overly optimistic approach to an online 
medium of education and formation. In short, there was little to no defense 
on how digital mediums are neutral tools. For instance, Sherry Turkle 
describes many of the drawbacks of digital social networks on de-forming 
people in subtle but important ways.1
Lowe and Lowe’s defense of digital mediums being capable of 
formation after the likeness of Christ, however, is well defended in section 
three. Although the learning is not disembodied because it is online, 
intentionality of students and professors alike allow for environments 
conducive for mutual spiritual growth between students. They do admit that 
embodied realities (i.e., local churches) facilitate the most spiritual growth 
for students while online education facilitates the greatest construction of 
knowledge.
Lowe and Lowe’s unique contribution in Ecologies of Faith in a 
Digital Age are their concepts of overlapping and interacting ecologies in 
[OLÄLSKZVMLK\JH[PVUHUKMVYTH[PVU;OLWYPTHY`JYP[PX\L[OH[0OH]LMVY[OPZ
work is the overly optimistic portrayal of online mediums. I admit, however, 
that Lowe and Lowe provide ample examples and counter-examples 
to provide a more satisfying defense for the capacity of online mediums 
for educating seminarians ;OPZ IVVR JVU[YPI\[LZ [V [OL ÄLSK VM VUSPUL
education studies from a Christian perspective. I recommend this book to 
online Christian educators, Christian higher education administrators, and 
to those interested in the cross-section of Christian formation and online 
education.
1 Sherry Turkle. Reclaiming Conversation: The Power of Talk in a Digital 
Age. (New York, NY: Penguin Press, 2015).
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,]LY(UJPLU[,]LY5L^!;OL(SS\YLVM3P[\YN`MVYH5L^.LULYH[PVU
>PUÄLSK)L]PUZ
Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan
2019, 208 pp., paper, $16.99
ISBN: 978-0-310-56613-7
Reviewed by Michael Whitcomb-Tavey
0U[OPZIVVR>PUÄLSK)L]PUZHYN\LZMVY[OLPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVMH
more robust liturgical existence within the walls of the Church. Titled Ever 
Ancient Ever New, he argues that the tried and tested measures of established 
Church liturgical exercises and practices throughout the centuries is more 
effective at growing the Church both numerically and spiritually than any 
other means currently practiced. These forms are sometimes referred to as 
“ancient,” for the majority of them were established many centuries ago, 
with some of them established millennia ago. This premise essentially 
stands as an implicit critique on current Church models and practices, 
which he often refers to as “Church entertainment.” His overall concern 
is that higher forms and uses of liturgy are of more value to the Christian 
than neglecting them. Throughout his book, he references three traditions 
that stand as paragons of ancient worship expression: Eastern Orthodoxy, 
Catholicism, and Anglicanism. 
The book is more than argument, however. It is no surprise that 
there is a growing movement toward older forms of worship amongst 
younger generations. Many books have been devoted toward analyzing this 
trend. Those books tend to approach this phenomenon through statistics 
HUKVIQLJ[P]P[ ̀>PUÄLSKZ[HUKZV\[PU[OH[OLHWWYVHJOLZ[OPZ[YLUKMYVTH
more subjective perspective, providing multiple case studies and personal 
examples of people moving toward ancient forms of worship. His book is 
TVYLYLWVY[PUN[OHUZJPLU[PÄJHUHS`aPUNPU[OH[OLJP[LZ[OLYLHZVUZTHU`
people have personally given him for moving toward a more robust liturgical 
experience. In fact, he quite often quotes the people he has interviewed. 
From these interviews, he infers persuasive positions that are both logical 
and convincing. 
/PZIVVRPZZLWHYH[LKPU[V[OYLLZLJ[PVUZ;OLÄYZ[ZLJ[PVU[P[SLK
Foundations, argues for the use of liturgy within the Church. This section 
explores the many reasons why younger generations are shifting toward 
these ancient forms of worship, and how those forms have inherent power, 
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by the grace of God, to strengthen the faith and Christian identity of both 
the individual and the community. Although it may be surprising to some, 
younger generations are not seeking entertainment, but rather robust liturgy. 
This section naturally leads into the second section, Journeys, where he 
discusses two essential components that drive younger generations toward 
these forms of worship, and how they are implemented in new and fresh 
ways in our modern age. This section also introduces the reader to the 
many interviews he has conducted with people that explain the allure of 
SP[\YN ̀;OLÄYZ[JVTWVULU[PZ[OLHSS\YLVM,HZ[LYU6Y[OVKV_ ̀*H[OVSPJPZT
HUK(UNSPJHUPZT4VYLZWLJPÄJHSS ̀ P[HUHS`aLZ [OLHSS\YLVM [OL^VYZOPW
expressions of these three traditions. The second component examines the 
appeal of community, and how these traditions help foster it. The next two 
chapters detail how these components are being implemented throughout 
the spectrum of Christian branches and denominations, including 
*OHYPZTH[PJJVUNYLNH[PVUZ;OLÄUHSZLJ[PVUL_WSVYLZSP[\YN`MYVTHTVYL
individualistic perspective, and how these forms of ancient worship can 
also be implemented in one’s personal life, as well as for the family home. 
This section is both insightful and practical. Not only does he argue for the 
use of liturgy within the home, but also provides examples of how it can be 
implemented. The book concludes with a short epilogue encouraging the 
reader to embrace ancient forms of worship. 
>PUÄLSK»Z IVVR ^PSS WYV]PKL [LHJOLYZ Z[\KLU[Z WHZ[VYZ UVU
pastors, and others with a challenging call toward liturgy. This is especially 
true for Church leaders, where they have the power to make worship 
changes within their services.       
    
Old Testament Ethics: A Guided Tour
John Goldingay
Downer’s Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press
2019, 250 pp., paper, $28.00
ISBN: 978-0-8308-5224-6
Reviewed by Theresa Lieblang
What is ethics?  John Goldingay answers this question, based on 
principles founded upon the Old Testament, in his newly released book, Old 
Testament Ethics: A Guided Tour.  He divides ethics of the Old Testament 
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into four broad topics for the basis of his discussion which are: what sort of 
people we are; how we think; what sort of things we do; what sort of things 
^LKVUV[KV>P[OPU[OLZLMV\YIYVHK[VWPJZ.VSKPUNH`JYLH[LZÄ]LTHPU
parts for the discussion of ethics: Qualities, Aspects of Life, Relationships, 
;L_[ZHUK7LVWSL;OLZLÄ]LTHPUWHY[ZJVTWYPZLH[V[HSVMMVY[`[OYLLZOVY[
chapters that can be read in any order with no accumulating argument.  
Within each chapter Goldingay incorporates biblical text from 
his own translation that he elaborates for the sake of discussion.  Each 
JOHW[LYLUKZ^P[OHML^PUZPNO[M\S¸9LÅLJ[PVUHUK+PZJ\ZZPVU¹X\LZ[PVUZ
that is geared for personal or group study.  In the conclusion he compels 
the reader to reread the Old Testament to better understand the ethical lives 
of the many biblical characters involved and how God revealed himself 
through each situation.  Goldingay ends with a postscript that gives a brief 
explanation to the ethics behind the Israelites slaughtering the Canaanites. 
;OPZL_WSHUH[PVUIYPLÅ`LSHIVYH[LZVU[OLOPZ[VYPJHSYLHSP[PLZHUKILSPLMZVM
these two nations for the reader who may not be familiar with the pagan 
worship of the Canaanites and the disobedience of the Israelites.  
In his introduction, Goldingay illustrates a few references from 
the New Testament where Jesus or a disciple is questioned regarding 
certain ethical issues.  The answers to these types of questions always refer 
back to the Torah or the Prophets.  One example is when the Pharisees 
ask Jesus about divorce and he responds with, “What does it say in the 
Torah?” In order to better understand Old Testament ethics Goldingay uses 
three guidelines from Jesus: ask how the implications of the Old Testament’s 
teaching need to be spelled out; ask how its teaching expresses love for 
God or love for neighbor; ask how far it is laying down creation ideals and 
how far it is making allowance for our hard-heartedness.  
It is within these three guidelines that forty-three succinct chapters 
are developed to cover the qualities that comprise a community that also 
entail work ethics and legal issues.  He expounds on relationship issues 
from the broad perspective of nations to the more narrow perspective that 
addresses the ethics of family members and the household.  Goldingay 
elaborates on the ethical matters found in essential chapters like Genesis 1 
and 2, Leviticus 19 and 25, Deuteronomy 15 and 20, Ruth, Psalm 72 and 
the Song of Songs.  He shifts to discuss the lives of some biblical characters 
to help answer ethical questions which include: Abraham, Sarah and Hagar, 
Joseph, Shiphrah and Puah, Samson, David, Nehemiah, Vashti, Esther, and 
Mordecai.  
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This book is an excellent resource to have for a quick guide on any 
subject of Old Testament ethics.   
;OL3VZ[>VYSKVM[OL-SVVK!4`[OVSVN ̀;OLVSVN`HUK[OL+LS\NL+LIH[L
Tremper Longman III and John H. Walton
Downer’s Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press Academic
2018, 192 pp., paper, $20.00
ISBN: 978-0-8308-5200-0
Reviewed by Brian Shockey
The Lost World of the Flood is the latest in a series of books written 
by Walton, either alone or in collaboration with other scholars, aimed at 
reading the Old Testament within its ancient Near Eastern context.  In this 
volume, Walton enlists the help of Tremper Longman III as well as geologist 
Stephen O. Moshier, who contributes one chapter.   This volume, like others 
in the series, is built around a series of propositions made by the authors, 
which are intended to guide the reader to a certain conclusion.  The book 
presents itself as an academic resource designed for a more popular 
audience, and as such, is very accessible. Although Longman and Walton 
note at the beginning that they plan to introduce the reader to a variety of 
interpretations, they do so mainly in the service of their own argument. 
This is likely, in part, an effort to reduce the complexity of the topic for the 
more casual reader.  
The book itself is well written and the argument clearly articulated. 
While the authors assume some familiarity with previous books in the series 
WHY[PJ\SHYS` [OVZL KPZJ\ZZPUN .LULZPZ  [OL MVV[UV[LZ HYL Z\MÄJPLU[
to allow the reader to engage the material without having read the other 
books.  After outlining some of their strategies for biblical interpretation, 
Longman and Walton proceed to argue that modern readers have missed 
[OLYOL[VYPJHSZOHWPUNVM[OLÅVVKUHYYH[P]L;OL`HMÄYT[OH[HOPZ[VYPJHS
event lies beneath the account in Genesis but suggest this event has been 
written as theological history.  As such, we should expect the author to 
employ rhetorical methods to emphasize the key interpretive elements 
of the story.  Longman and Walton suggest that our inability to reconcile 
TVKLYUZJPLU[PÄJKH[H^P[OH SP[LYHSHJJV\U[VM [OLÅVVKZOV\SK SLHK\Z
to consider whether we have accurately understood ancient concepts of 
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NLUYLHUKZ[`SL;OL`HYN\L[OH[[OLNSVIHSÅVVKHUKKLZJYPW[PVUVM[OLHYR
are hyperbolic in nature, a fact that would have been plain to the original 
H\KPLUJL0[PZ[OL[OLVSVNPJHSPU[LYWYL[H[PVUVM[OLÅVVKL]LU[HUKOV^P[
relates to the broader context of Genesis that is of chief importance.  They 
further suggest that reading the Genesis account beside the other ancient 
ÅVVKHJJV\U[ZOLSWZ[VJSHYPM`[OL[OLVSVNPJHSLTWOHZPZVM[OLIPISPJHS[L_[
The reader should be aware that Longman and Walton assume a 
degree of continuity among sources in the ancient Near East (of which the 
Bible is one), which affects the way they use comparative data.  Although 
they are not interested in arguing for direct literary borrowing from one 
source to another, they do presuppose that the Bible shares in the broad 
“cultural river” of the ancient Near East.  Little attention is given to the 
ZWLJPÄJZVM[OLYLSH[PVUZOPWIL[^LLU[OL)PISLHUK[OLHUJPLU[5LHY,HZ[LYU
sources and issues of chronology and geography are not discussed.  The 
extent to which one agrees with this presupposition will largely determine 
how well one receives Longman and Walton’s argument.  In either case, 




Matthew W. Charlton and Timothy S. Moore, eds.
Nashville, TN: General Board of Higher Education and Ministry, the United 
Methodist Church
2018, 210 pp., paperback, $39.99
ISBN: 978-0-938162-26-1
Reviewed by Zachariah S. Motts
We are in a global situation where it is imperative for people of 
MHP[O[VYLÅLJ[\WVUOV^[OL`HYLJHSSLK[VYLZWVUK[VPTTPNYHU[ZYLM\NLLZ
and those who are marginalized in our societies.  For that reason, I was 
cheered to see this title in print and hoped that this book would be an 
addition to the ongoing conversation and an impetus to response for those 
who read it.  At times, Displaced Persons rises toward the occasion, but, on 
the whole, it takes on too many issues at once and ends up being an erratic 
collection of essays.
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Probably the most frustrating and misleading part of this collection 
is its subtitle.  That may seem like an odd complaint, but simply Displaced 
Persons without ;OLVSVNPJHS 9LÅLJ[PVU VU 0TTPNYH[PVU 9LM\NLLZ HUK
Marginalization would have been closer to the mark.  The subtitle, within 
V\YJ\YYLU[TPSPL\X\PJRS`IYPUNZ[VTPUK[OLPTHNLZ[OH[HYLÅVVKPUN[OL
news of scenes at the US-Mexican border, forced migration from Syria, and 
boats of migrants crossing the Mediterranean.  That is an important topic 
[OH[ZOV\SKILTL[^P[O[OLVSVNPJHSYLÅLJ[PVUHUKHJ[PVU/V^L]LY[OH[PZ
not the thread that binds all of these papers together.  There are some papers 
[OH[KVYLÅLJ[VU[OH[[VWPJI\[PM`V\HYLSVVRPUNMVYHMVJ\ZLKJVSSLJ[PVU
of essays on current human migration, this is not that.
So, skip the subtitle and note that this is a United Methodist (UM) 
book, and the discussions inside come from people involved in UM student 
ministry on college and university campuses.  Already, one can tell that 
this is a highly contextualized discussion.  That, in itself, of course, is not 
a mark against it.  The topics, though, are free-ranging enough that the 
best replacement subtitle I could think of was Marginalized People and the 
United Methodist Church, but you still almost have to say something about 
college and university ministers.  There are essays on being an American 
missionary-pastor-immigrant in Germany, perspectives of emerging adults, 
hospitality to marginalized people on campus, Native American young 
people’s sense of belonging in the UM, homosexuality and the UM Book of 
Discipline, as well as essays on current human migration issues.  It is very 
KPMÄJ\S[[VW\SSHSSVM[OLZLLZZH`Z[VNL[OLY\UKLYVUL[P[SL
There are times that, from the perspective of someone who is not a 
<UP[LK4L[OVKPZ[[OLJVU]LYZH[PVUZZLLTSPRLZOV[ZÄYLKPUHUPU[LYULJPUL
struggle.  A case in point is the essay on homosexuality, “Out of Joint: The 
Dislocation of Our Bodies from the Church’s Sexual Ethic” by Timothy 
S. Moore (119-142). The starting point of this essay is the language UM 
Book of Discipline and the anthropology implied in that language.  Moore 
then strenuously argues philosophically and theologically against that 
anthropology, but, for someone outside the denominational struggles, this 
seems like a rather narrowly focused, intramural debate.
So, in the selection of the essays that appear, the collection feels 
V]LYS`IYVHK([[OLZHTL[PTL[OL<4ZWLJPÄJP[`VMTHU`VM[OLLZZH`Z
seems overly narrow for a wider audience.  Perhaps all of this could be 
forgiven if some of the essays stood out as important pieces, but critical 
quality is generally lacking.  There are interesting essays, well-written 
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essays, but nothing really rises to the level of opening new paths for 
scholarship or advancing the conversation around immigration, refugees, 
and marginalization.   
-LHYM\SS`HUK>VUKLYM\SS ̀[OL4HY]LSVM)LHYPUN.VK»Z0THNL
Paul Brand and Philip Yancey
Downer’s Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press
2019, 272 pp., paper, $25.00
ISBN: 978-0-8308-4570-5
Reviewed by Michael Whitcomb-Tavey
In Fearfully and Wonderfully, The Marvel of Bearing God’s 
Image, Philip Yancey and the children of Dr. Paul Brand have updated 
this edition for those who live in the context of our modern age. Dr. 
Brand was a renowned medical orthopedic doctor who served leprosy 
patients in India from 1946 to 1966, and as the Chief of Rehabilitation at 
the National Hansen’s Disease Center in Carville, Louisiana until 1986. 
Afterward, he taught at the University of Washington as emeritus professor 
of orthopedics. He is best known for discovering that leprosy was not a 
disease of the tissue, but a disease of the nervous system, whereby nerves 
lose the ability to communicate sensations to the brain. He was a pioneer 
in surgical techniques of the tendons, and specialized in repairing broken 
and damaged tendons and nerves in the hands of leprosy patients. He also 
performed many other surgical procedures, including brain surgery. 
Over his many years of service in India, he journaled about his 
experiences. In addition he wrote about his perspectives concerning leprosy 
and how it relates to the Church. Much of his insights are analogous. He 
relates how the body of the Church ought to function according to how 
an ideal human biologically functions. Those insights eventually were 
compiled together, and with the help of Philip Yancey, he published several 
books. Two of his most renowned works of publication are The Gift of Pain, 
and Fearfully and Wonderfully. Sadly, Dr. Brand passed away in 2003. As 
a result, this updated version was produced by Yancey and Dr. Brands’ 
children. 
In this book, Dr. Brand discusses how the Church can gain insight 
into how the Church ought to function by viewing how the human body 
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functions. He explains the ways in which the body functions correctly, and 
then uses those insights to inspire the Church to function correctly. He also 
explains the dangers the body experiences, as well as the potential threats 
it faces. Using that knowledge, he instructs the Church of the dangers and 
threats that the Body of Christ will encounter. 
/PZ IVVR PZ ZLWHYH[LK PU[V ZP_ ZLJ[PVUZ ;OL ÄYZ[ HUK ZLJVUK
sections discuss how each individual within the body of Christ functions 
like individual cells within the body. When working together in harmony, 
the Church can accomplish amazingly redemptive tasks. Such knowledge 
also forces the Church into a place of acceptance and love for all people. 
The third section explores Skin and Bone. The sense that garners the most 
sensation is touch, which is communicated through the skin. In relation to 
the Church, Dr. Brand explains the need for the Body of Christ to expand 
[OLPY JHYL MVY V[OLY WLVWSL MYVT H WSHJL VMTLYL ÄUHUJPHS Z\WWVY[ [V H
more meaningful and intimate form of caring, whereby the people of God 
suffer with those in need and actively engage with such people in both 
relationship and fellowship. In this way, those in need experience the 
sensation of “Divine touch.” Moreover, just like the skin protects vital and 
fragile organs, the Church has a duty to protect the most vulnerable, which 
includes the newly converted. In reference to bone, the human skeleton is 
IV[OL_[YLTLS`K\YHISLHUKÅL_PISL)HZLKVU[OPZRUV^SLKNL+Y)YHUK
exhorts Christians to be both strong in Christian conviction, passion, and 
JVTTHUKTLU[HUKHSZVÅL_PISLLUV\NO[VHKHW[HUKJOHUNLHJJVYKPUN
to the times in which they live. In doing so, the Church will avoid both 
legalism (a rigidity that can never adapt to changing times) and licentious 
progressivism (lacking in structure resulting in an inability to stay grounded 
during times of change).
Section four explains how blood and oxygen work together, and 
how they are essential to life. Dr. Brand reveals that the Church also needs 
vital components for its continued sustenance and life. According to him, 
this sustenance is found in the blood of Christ, which is communicated to 
the Church in a mysterious way through communion, and also the life of 
Christian liturgical practice, which is the “oxygen” of the Church. Section 
four also details the muscular system, and how it works properly within the 
human body. As an analogy, the Church grows its muscles when we stretch 
beyond ourselves to help other people. 
The last two sections explore the nervous system and the brain. 
As has been noted, Dr. Brand discovered that leprosy is the disease of the 
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nervous system. This means that nerves become apathetic toward pain, 
which can result in bodily harm. It may even result in death. This becomes 
metaphorical for the Church. One of the greatest dangers to the Church is 
the threat of apathy, and how it causes inaction. The Church functions best 
when it both listens to the needs of others and is willing to experience the 
pain of other people. Finally, in relation to the brain, the reader is taught 
how the brain commands the body, and how it delegates the different 
functions of the body. In a similar fashion, Jesus Christ is the Church’s head. 
He commands and delegates its functionality. When the Church listens to 
and obeys Christ, it functions properly.  
In conclusion, this book is deeply insightful. The depth of Dr. 
Brand’s wisdom on these matters is both profound and impressive. Fearfully 
and Wonderfully will provide teachers, students, pastors, non-pastors, and 
V[OLYZ^P[OHJOHSSLUNPUNYLÅLJ[PVUVU[OLZ[H[\ZVM[OL*O\YJOHUKOV^P[
should properly function as the Body of Christ. This, then, will affect how 
each one of its members operates individually in relation to the whole of the 
body, and also how the whole body grows into an incarnational redemptive 
force within the world.  
*VZTVSVN` PU;OLVSVNPJHS 7LYZWLJ[P]L!<UKLYZ[HUKPUN6\Y 7SHJL PU [OL
<UP]LYZL
Olli-Pekka Vainio
Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic
2018, 224pp., paperback, $24.99 
ISBN: 978-0-8010-9943-4
Reviewed by Logan Patriquin
Suppose we—the human race and all other potential embodied 
JVUZJPV\Z HNLU[Z ,*(Z·PUOHIP[ HU PUÅH[PVUHY` \UP]LYZL ;OH[ PZ H
universe that perpetually expands and then, theoretically, collapses and 
then produces new universes. Think, Big Bang —> Big Crunch —> Big 
Bang, HK PUÄUP[\T. Of all multiverse theories this option has the most 
empirical grounding to date. Suppose then our current universe’s iteration 
PZU»[ [OLÄYZ[ VY [OL SHZ[>OH[ PTWSPJH[PVUZTPNO[ [OPZ OH]LVU*OYPZ[PHU
doctrines like: incarnation, human uniqueness, and creation itself? While 
LHJO JOHW[LY [P[SL PZ H ZJPLUJL ÄJ[PVU YLMLYLUJL +Y=HPUPV ZL[Z V\[ PU
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Cosmology in Theological Perspective to add his seasoned voice to some 
JVU[LTWVYHY`[OLVSVNPJHSKLIH[LZMVY^OPJO[OLSHILS¸ZJPLUJLÄJ[PVU¹PZ
markedly less tenable nowadays. 
The reader of, Cosmology in Theological Perspective, will observe 
HUPUMVYTHS[^VWHY[Z[Y\J[\YL;OLÄYZ[[OYLLJOHW[LYZZLY]LZHZHQ\KPJPV\Z
interdisciplinary introduction to the material, sweeping through ancient - 
though not solely Christian - cosmological conceptions, enough Patristic 
philosophical engagement to provide a historical tie to the discussion, and 
then a quick review of major, broadly cosmological challenges that historic 
Christian orthodox has already endured. The second section, then, consists 
of chapters that individually tackle material from budding discussions in 
JVU[LTWVYHY`ZJPLU[PÄJHUKJVZTVSVNPJHSJPYJSLZ
Take this question for example: does the shear enormity of the 
cosmos warrant a theological crisis for Christianity? Not according to 
Vainio. The text’s fruitful theological engagement with multiverse theory, 
cosmological peripheral locality, and the vastness of space is tethered 
together by two theological/philosophical premises:
 
(a) “Humans were made for the cosmos” (41).
(b) “As the greatest conceivable being, who is good and 
loves things that are good, God is more likely than not to 
create good things in abundance” (82).
7YLTPZLHTH`ZV\UKMHPYS`[HTLH[ÄYZ[I\[MYHTLP[HNHPUZ[[OL
popular conception that “the cosmos was created for humans” (x), and a 
deeper discussion emerges. Vainio does not pit these claims against one 
HUV[OLY9H[OLY OL Z\NNLZ[Z HMÄYTPUN H [V NL[ [V _ UV[vice versa, in 
order to have a richer discussion on human uniqueness and value despite 
our lack of cosmic centricity (41). Premise (b), labeled the Theistic Principle 
of Plentitude (TPP) by the author, deals more with the material end of the 
discussion. He wagers that Christians shouldn’t be surprised or threatened 
by a great universe, nor the potential of other ECAs. For, it ought not 
IL ZOVJRPUN [OH[ H .VK ^P[O PUÄUP[L YLZV\YJLZ ^V\SK JYLH[L PU WSLU[ ̀
Embracing both (a) and (b) gets us to an intellectocentric cosmology rather 
than an anthropocentric one (69).
Let us see how accepting Vainio’s cosmological presuppositions 
may help Christians dispense with a commonly articulated objection to 
stereotypical, populist Christian cosmology by atheists:
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1. If God exists, he would create a human-sized universe.
2. Our universe is not human-sized.
3. Therefore, God does not exist (112).
What is at stake, biblically, theologically, philosophically, or 
MYVT H ZJPLU[PÄJ WLYZWLJ[P]L [OH[ *OYPZ[PHUZ ^V\SK ULLK [V JVTTP[ [V
premise 1? The author is quick to wield (a) to challenge the conception 
that cosmic centricity is necessary to ascribe value to human beings, thus 
also dismantling, in turn, the connected claim that our peripheral locality, 
JVZTVSVNPJHSS`ZWLHRPUNKLUV[LZPUZPNUPÄJHUJLMVYV\YZWLJPLZHUKWSHUL[
/LVW[Z PUZ[LHK [V HMÄYT [OH[ O\THU]HS\L PZ UV[ YVV[PUN PU H_PVSVNPJHS
categories like spatial location, size, or distance (115-119). Human value 
and uniqueness rest instead in the fact that out of the void of space, God 
JOVVZLZ[VJHSSHUKW\YZ\L\Z/\THU]HS\L [OLYLMVYL PZÄ_LKPU.VK»Z
ZH]PUNHJ[PVUUV[JVZTVSVNPJHSJVU]LU[PVUZ(Z Z\JO]LY` ML^ZJPLU[PÄJ
theories about the vastness or multiplicity of our universe offer genuine 
theological challenge on this particular front.
 Additionally, TPP (b) is also an excellent counter to premise 1. 
Why ought Christians believe that an omnipotent, omniscient, and wholly 
good God would even desire to create a “human-sized’ universe? Instead, 
one ought to expect a universe potentially teaming with beings capable of 
comprehending it (99). To say that humans bear the image of God doesn’t 
not necessarily entail that nothing else does (102). Jettisoning premise 1 
with (a) and (b) undermines the entire argument. 
One area where committing to (a) and (b) gets tricky for Vainio 
is in his discussion on incarnation. TPP most naturally lends itself to the 
conclusion that, “We are not alone; one or more extraterrestrial races [of 
embodied conscious agents] exist” (158). The author outlines a number of 
soteriological possibilities for these speculated ECAs but seems to gravitate 
to his option d—”Ets are fallen, but their nature is assumed by God in an 
act of incarnation on their worlds” (159 & 161). In short, a commitment to 
(a) and (b) seems lead one to embrace, at least the possibility, of multiple 
incarnations. 
Classic, Trinitarian, Christian orthodoxy, as expressed in the 
great creeds, professes belief in the bodily ascension of Jesus Christ, and 
consequently the assumption of human nature into the Godhead via the 
hypostatic union of Christ. Vainio appears to believe that the possibility of 
adding additional wills to the nature of the Son of God, for every presumable 
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race of ETAs, ought not be a notion too quickly dismissed (162). While 
he spends about a page and a half trying to present Thomas Aquinas as a 
theological ally in this endeavor, even the author admits that much more 
constructive work would need to be done on this point (165). I, for one, 
concur.
Baker Academic’s, Cosmology in Theological Perspective, is 
a dense but worthwhile read. In Lewisian fashion, Dr. Olli-Pekka Vainio 
implores us to engage our imagination in some of these speculative 
discussions about the nature of the cosmos and humanity’s unique, or not 
so unique, relation to it. He argues in his conclusion, along with Lewis, 
that:
It would be foolish, and obviously false, to think 
that Christian faith has sailed smoothly through history 
without ever encountering serious objections and 
challenges. However, it is equally foolish to think that 
science and new discoveries somehow necessarily, like 
a tide, force the Sea of Faith to withdraw from these 
shores. (180)
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Roger Olson (Ph.D., Rice University) is Foy Valentine Professor of 
Christian Theology and Ethics at George W. Truett Theological Seminary, 
Baylor University. He has served as the president of the American 
Theological Society (Midwest Division) and co-chair of the Evangelical 
;OLVSVN`.YV\W VM [OL(TLYPJHU(JHKLT` VM 9LSPNPVU/L PZ H WYVSPÄJ
writer, having authored or co-authored over 20 books and numerous 
QV\YUHSHY[PJSLZHUKV[OLYW\ISPJH[PVUZ/LPZ^LSSX\HSPÄLK[V^YP[LHIVVR
of this nature. The Mosaic of Christian Belief: Twenty Centuries of Unity 
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and Diversity^HZÄYZ[ W\ISPZOLK PU" [OL^VYR\UKLY YL]PL^ PZ [OL
second edition of this work. The author describes the word “mosaic” as 
“a metaphor for this mediating approach that seeks to emphasize both 
Christian unity and Christian diversity in terms of belief” (12). 
Olson sets out the aim for this work in the introduction entitled 
“The Need for a ‘Both-And’ Theology.” His work is characterized by 
TLKPH[PUN [OLVSVN ̀^OPJOH[[LTW[Z [V YLÅLJ[ [OLJVUZLUZ\HS [YHKP[PVUHZ
YLÅLJ[LKPU[OL9VTHU*H[OVSPJ,HZ[LYU6Y[OVKV_HUK7YV[LZ[HU[IYHUJOLZ
of the Church. His goal is stated as follows: “to explain to uninitiated readers 
what that common tradition includes in terms of unity, what it allows in 
terms of diversity and what it excludes in terms of heresies…” (12). Another 
characteristic is that Olson’s project is intended to express “the best of 
evangelical Christianity” (13) and by this, he means a gospel which is 
centered upon the grace of God. His project makes an attempt to be “irenic 
PUZWPYP[HUK[VUL¹6SZVUPKLU[PÄLZOPZ^VYRHZUVUZWLJ\SH[P]L"OL
purposes not to speculate about controversial doctrinal matters but keep 
the focus on “the rough unity and colorful diversity of Christian belief” (16). 
The last characteristic is that of simplicity for the novice (17). With these 
characteristics, Olson attempts to counter the folk theology and to provide a 
balance between believing and experiencing within a post-modern culture 
that has leaned to a subjective spirituality. Olson’s antidote is to develop 
a “both-and” theology, which avoids the errors of the pendulum swing 
effect rather than an “either-or” theology (23). Olson admits of several 
PUÅ\LUJLZ/LPZH)HW[PZ[PU[OL̧ IYVHKLYL]HUNLSPJHSMYLLJO\YJO[YHKP[PVU¹
but has been “spiritually and theologically nurtured” by Pentecostals and 
Pietists (27). Yet, he learned to value “the wider catholic tradition” of the 
LHYS` JO\YJO MH[OLYZ HUK ZLSMPKLU[PÄLZ HZ H WYVNYLZZP]L L]HUNLSPJHS HUK
ecumenicist that respects “his own tradition’s distinctives” (28).
Chapter one of Olson’s work is entitled “Christian Belief: Unity 
and Diversity” in which he further reveals the agenda for his project. 
(NHPUZ[ [OLTLHUPUNSLZZULZZ VM HU PUKLÄUP[L KLÄUP[PVU6SZVU WYVWVZLZ
[OLPKLU[PÄJH[PVUVM¸[OLJVYLVMLZZLU[PHS*OYPZ[PHUILSPLMZ[OH[HSSTH[\YL
JHWHISL*OYPZ[PHUZT\Z[HMÄYT PUVYKLY [VILJVUZPKLYLK [Y\S`*OYPZ[PHU¹
(30). Yet, Olson wants to avoid an intolerant dogmatism. The criterion 
for discerning this core of Christian beliefs is expressed in the Vincentian 
Canon: “What has been believed by everyone (Christians) everywhere at all 
[PTLZ¹6SZVUM\Y[OLYJSHYPÄLZ[OH[[OL.YLH[;YHKP[PVULU[HPSZ[OLHNYLLK
upon beliefs of the early church fathers as well as the sixteenth-century 
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Reformers (36). Though recognized as a secondary, relative authority, the 
Great Tradition “deserves great respect and should be ignored only with 
fear and trembling” (44). Olson differentiates between the following three 
categories: 1) dogmas that he considers essential to the Christian faith; 
2) doctrines that are distinctive of a particular faith community; and, 3) 
VWPUPVUZ[OH[[LUK[VIL[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZVM*OYPZ[PHUZHIV\[̂ OPJO[OLYLPZUV
consensus (45). Having set out his agenda, Olson proceeds in the remaining 
chapters of the book to articulate the various theological categories of the 
Christian faith.
In the remaining chapters of the book, Olson presents a polarity 
in each chapter. The chapter titles reveal the polarity. Chapter 2 is entitled 
“Sources and Norms of Christian Belief: One and Many¹ /L PKLU[PÄLZ
scripture as “the major source and norm” of authority for the Christian faith 
(51); the many sources include tradition, reason and experience. Chapter 
Three is entitled “Divine Revelation: Universal and Particular.” Olson 
attempts to achieve a balanced view between the two polarities; however, 
he may be too Barthian for some readers. “Christian Scripture: Divine 
Word and Human Words” is the title of the fourth chapter. Olson attempts 
to maintain a balance between the polarities of divine word and human 
words. Along the way, he discusses themes of inerrancy, infallibility, and 
PUZWPYH[PVU0U[OLÄM[OJOHW[LY6SZVUHYN\LZMVYHIHSHUJLK]PL^IL[^LLU
the transcendence and immanence of God. The chapter is entitled: “God: 
Great and Good.” Chapter six is entitled: “God: One and Three.” Therein, 
Olson argues with classic Christianity as the subtitle suggests that God is 
one substance and three persons. 
Olson in his chapter on “Creation: Good and Fallen” endeavors to 
avoid certain issues within the theological currents of the day: “…our theme 
[in this chapter] will be that Christian belief about creation has little to do 
^P[OZWLJPÄJZJPLU[PÄJ[OLVYPLZHIV\[[OLHNLVM[OLLHY[OHUK[OLUH[\YHS
processes that led to the emergence of life” (158-159). The fallenness of 
creation is emphasized, while one side of the polarity is not given equal 
treatment in this chapter. In chapter 8, Oden discusses the doctrine of 
providence and his polarities are “Limited and Detailed¹/LHMÄYTZ[OH[
God is in charge of nature and history, but raises questions about the extent 
of the providence, particularly in the light of evil. In the section on the 
diverse Christian visions of God’s providence, he discusses meticulous 
providence, limited providence, and open theism (193-199). He doesn’t 
consider open theism heterodox as many theologians have (199), but holds 
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that some view of limited providence holds the most promise for the unity 
of the Christian faith.
Chapter 9 is entitled “Humanity: Essentially Good and Existentially 
Estranged.” Olson attempts in this chapter to balance the Christian idea of 
the value and dignity of human beings with the fallen nature of humanity. 
;OLH\[OVYH[[LTW[Z[VWYV]PKLH\UPM`PUN*OYPZ[PHUWLYZWLJ[P]LHUKÄUKZ
hope in Emil Brunner’s distinction between the “formal image” and the 
¸TH[LYPHS PTHNL"¹ [OL MVYTLY KLÄULZ [OL PTHNL VM .VK^P[OPU [LYTZ VM
“responsible freedom,” and the latter is humanity’s righteousness before 
God (224-5). The polarities of Christian belief about Jesus Christ are the 
subject of the next chapter. Olson articulates the Chalcedon faith, that is 
the union of the two distinct natures – human and divine – in one eternal, 
hypostatic union. 
“The Holy Spirit: Divine Person and Power” is the title of chapter 
11. The crucial issue here is that most Christians in their practice emphasize 
either that the Holy Spirit is a divine person or a divine power (251). The 
disagreements about the doctrine of the Spirit center around either the 
status of the Holy Spirit within the Trinity, or the operations of the Spirit 
within the Church today. Olson appeals for the Church to maintain “and 
even strengthen” its belief in the personhood of the Holy Spirit and the 
equality of the Holy Spirit with the other two persons of the Trinity (271). 
He also calls for greater stress upon the activity of the Holy Spirit without 
falling into fanaticism. The next two chapters, twelve and thirteen, both 
deal with the doctrine of salvation. Chapter 12 focuses on the objective and 
subjective aspects of the atoning work of Christ. Olson expresses concerns 
for views of the atonement that overstress the polarities and asserts, “No 
one explanation does justice to all that happened on the cross” (emphasis 
of the original retained, 292). The next chapter discusses salvation as gift 
and task. Olson argues that salvation is both a gift of divine grace and, at 
the same time, entails human agency.
The Church is the subject of Olson’s chapter 14, which is both 
visible and invisible. Olson employs the four universal marks of the Church 
as the unifying consensus on the doctrine of the Church; he discusses in this 
JOHW[LY[OLZHJYHTLU[ZVMIHW[PZTHUK[OL,\JOHYPZ[;OLÄM[LLU[OJOHW[LY
is entitled “Life Beyond Death: Continuity and Discontinuity.” Olson points 
the direction in the balance between continuity and discontinuity with the 
present life and the life to come; however, he acknowledges much work to 
be done on this doctrine to reaching a consensus (360-1). The last chapter 
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addresses an eschatological theme: “The Kingdom of God: Already and 
Not Yet.” Here Olson attempts to navigate between the extremes of radical 
realized eschatology and of adventism. 
Olson’s work represents a solid introduction to consensual 
theology or a paleo-orthodox theology that places great emphasis on the 
[OLVSVN`VM[OLÄYZ[Ä]LJLU[\YPLZVM[OLLHYS`*O\YJO/PZ^VYRVMJV\YZL
differs from paleo-orthodoxy in that he holds in high regard the magisterial 
Reformers of the Church. The Mosaic of Christian Belief provides a good, 
solid introduction to Christian theology and would serve well as a textbook 
MVYHJV\YZLPU[OLÄLSK6SZVUKVLZU»[HSSV^OPZMVJ\ZVU[OLJVUZLUZ\Z[V
cause him to have myopic vision; he recognizes the on-going tensions and 
disagreements among theologians in the Church. However, he attempts to 
point the way forward to consensual thought when possible. The issue with 
developing a consensual theology is that the author has the responsibility 
of choosing the polarities. When the polarities are ill chosen, the attempt 
to balance the polarities is ill conceived. However, Olson has done the 
Church a service in developing a consensual theology that is well balanced. 
However, one wonders if the consensus would satisfy those of the Roman 
Catholic and Eastern Orthodox traditions. 
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